SECURE WEALTH AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
FOR THE CHALLENGES OF THE 21ST CENTURY

DVD DIAMOND GUIDE
RAND DEFINED VALUE DIAMOND INC.

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT DIAMONDS ARE
VALUABLE, YET FOR ALL THEIR UNIQUE BENEFITS,
IN THE PAST THEY’VE HAD ONE PERCEIVED
DRAWBACK.
MOST INVESTORS DID NOT HAVE THE ABILITY
TO ACCURATELY DEFINE A DIAMOND’S
CHARACTERISTICS, QUALITY, MARKETABILITY —
AND THEREFORE — ITS VALUE.
NOW, WITH DEFINED VALUE DIAMONDS (DVDs)
YOU CAN EASILY BUY THE RIGHT, MOST
RESALABLE DIAMONDS AT THE CORRECT PRICE —
WHETHER TO GIFT, KEEP, PUT IN JEWELRY OR
SELL IN THE FUTURE.
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DIAMONDS DEMYSTIFIED

Four main characteristics define a diamond’s value and are not speculative or reliant on experts anymore. Today, diamond
grading is as accurate as a blood test. Defined Value Diamonds have eliminated guesswork.
The standard by which the world’s finest diamonds are judged. The Gemological Institute of America (GIA) is a
non-profit organization whose mission is to protect buyers and sellers of gemstones by setting and maintaining standards
to grade them. The GIA’s International Diamond Grading System and the Four Cs — Cut, Clarity, Color, and Carat weight
— were created to define the quality of diamonds and are accepted globally. Technological advances and precise scientific
testing, have made diamonds easily defined and commoditized, making them solid investments.

CUT — The most important factor in defining the value of a diamond is also the least understood, and last to be
defined (2005). Cut is the precision and dimensions to which a diamond is polished to emit and disperse brilliance which
directly correlates to value and investment potential. The best jewelry retailers in the world buy from the few, select suppliers
able to provide the highest standard of diamonds — the GIA Triple Excellent Cut. This is the standard for Defined Value
Diamonds and of crucial importance when it’s time to sell.
CLARITY — Almost every diamond has microscopic imperfections called inclusions. Clarity — the size and nature
of inclusions — along with cut, color, and carat weight, determine the price of a diamond. Like Cut, the GIA maintains
a standard of Clarity grades. At Rand we begin with diamonds certified by the GIA, then hand-select only those with
investment grade clarity.
COLOR — The highest GIA color grade is the rarest, yet from a global demand perspective it is not the most desirable or
salable. Rand only selects diamonds on the upper end of the GIA’s color grades spectrum.
CARAT WEIGHT — Diamond weight (+ Color and Clarity) does not determine its value. A ½ carat diamond of Triple
Excellent cut is more valuable than a heavier diamond polished to a less rigorous standard. Each DVD diamond is GIA
certified Triple Excellent. We focus on quality, and global desirability for consistent value in purchase, growth, and ease of
sale. That’s exactly why all $500K+ diamonds at auction come with a GIA report.
SPARKLE & POP — refers to elements of a diamond that are most appreciated by the human eye. Cut grade is the
standard for sparkle and pop, and why it’s critically importance.
TRIPLE ASSURANCE MEANS CHECKED BY RAND
Our standard for DVDs is higher than the GIA’s. Each Triple Excellent DVD diamond is checked against its GIA report to
ensure that all specifications match and that our tolerances on the GIA rating scales is even tighter.
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WHAT MAKES AN
INVESTMENT-GRADE DIAMOND?
All investments are subject to the economy and the investment market, as well as supply and demand. However, investmentgrade diamonds rarely depreciate. Physical diamonds provides greater global security than keeping cash on hand. As less
diamonds are being mined, more diamond mines close, and no new mines expected to be started for a decade or more, this
reduction in supply and increased demand indicates diamond values will grow further —and possibly faster.
Definition of Investment-Grade Diamonds — The world has an abundance of industrial grade diamonds. However,
diamonds of investment and jewelry quality are rare. The best investment-grade diamonds are those polished to the highest
standard, GIA Triple Excellent, and are of the color, size and purity that are globally in demand for engagement rings, making
them the most desirable and resalable. When compared to common diamonds, investment-grade diamonds cost slightly
more as the quality of cut is more expensive to achieve, and because they are in continual global demand. However, these
are the diamonds that see higher appreciation in value over time.
Qualities of Investment-Grade Diamonds — The quality of diamonds is defined by the four C’s detailed on the previous
page. Diamonds considered investment-grade are those displaying the higher ranges of cut, clarity and color than more
common diamonds. Liquidity (ease of sale) is an important aspect of investment-grade diamonds. Engagement ring
diamonds represent 50% of global diamond transactions. Those possessing the color, size and purity most popular for
engagement rings make them the most desirable and liquid.
Color — A diamond’s color is graded from D - Z. The letter D, the highest quality indicates a diamond with zero color, and
the letter Z indicates the highest presence of color. While a D color is the most expensive diamond, it’s not necessarily
a good investment diamond. D colors are rare and expensive with very limited market demand. The best qualities for
investment are F - J, the diamonds in greatest use and demand.
Carat Weight — Investment-grade diamonds generally weigh .50 carats or higher. The most liquid diamonds are
engagement size, ranging from .5 to 2.0 carats.
Clarity — The diamonds with maximum appreciation potential have clarity grades VSI – SI1. F – Flawless, IF - Internally
Flawless, WSI – Very, Very Slightly Included, VSI - Very Slightly Included, and SI1 Slightly Included. The highest grades are
rarer and limited to a somewhat stagnant market. Once again, the best color for investment are those which have the largest
market... for engagement purposes.
Shape — While there are some exceptions, round cut, brilliant white diamonds are generally accepted to have the greatest
potential for appreciation.
Certification — Holding a certificate of a third-party diamond assessment greatly increases a diamonds potential for
appreciation. The certificate provides physical proof that the diamond has been appraised by a reputable and objective
laboratory. The Gemological Institute of America (GIA) is most highly recognized certifying organization. In addition to
verifying and validating the qualities that determine a diamond’s value, the certificate details blemishes and inclusions, which
can also help identify a specific diamond in the event of loss or theft.
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HOW DIAMOND PRICES
ARE DETERMINED
The Rapaport Diamond Report is the price index which diamond professionals accept globally. It is a list of diamond values
which are updated weekly. The report is available only by subscription to the trade. It includes lists according to weight (0 11 carats) and shape. Price increases are printed in bold and decreases are printed in bold italics. Below is one example of
a table from the Rapaport Diamond Report. We have indicated in blue and green the range of diamonds that are generally
considered investment quality. Those indicated in green are the diamonds we recommend as they are most in demand for
engagement purposes and therefore the most highly liquid.
The price list date and the diamond weight, and shape are on the first line of the list. A diamonds price is identified by moving
horizontally and vertically among color and clarity grades. Diamond prices listed are per carat in one hundredths of an
American dollar.
Cut quality and fluorescence are not included these variables and can make for notable variations in price and investment
quality. That’s why investment quality diamonds are always and only GIA Triple Excellent rated.
All investment quality diamonds sell at a wholesale discount to the Rappaport price, which is a retail price. For investing, you
want to purchase diamonds at the price a retailer pays a supplier usually 15-20% lower than the Rappaport Report for Triple
Excellent rated diamonds.
Always Assess a Diamond Separated from Jewelry — Investment-grade diamonds are purchased as loose gems
at wholesale prices. The market for diamonds are professional diamond buyers who pay only trade prices. Therefore,
investment-grade diamonds should be purchased at trade prices or the investment suffers an immediate loss upon purchase.
Diamonds set in jewelry carry a large premium for design and branding negating the benefit of buying for investment. This
premium can be as high as 60% over the diamond value. If you would like to set your investment diamond in jewelry, buy the
diamond loose and have it set afterwards.

Note: The prices above are only an example and not actual prices.
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THE POLISHED TRADE PRICE
OR PTP
The Polished Trade Price or PTP is the price a retailer will pay a polisher or dealer for a diamond.
Global values for all polished diamonds are based on the Rapaport price list. The Rapaport list is a matrix listing each
diamond type by size/weight, color and clarity — but not cut. Using this grid, any polisher, dealer, or retailer can determine
the value of a diamond. Because all the qualities of Defined Value Diamonds are now objectively defined, their value is
primarily a function of market conditions.

GIA grades for color and clarity are specifications. Weight is completely objective. Now cut has become a GIA standard
specification with Triple Excellent being the highest grade awarded.
Polishers often make a tradeoff between the finished cut quality and the finished weight (carat size) of a diamond.
A Triple Excellent cut of the same weight as a lesser diamond requires a larger rough diamond to yield the perfection
within. A lower cut grade may yield more profit, but it is less beautiful, less desirable, and its variables are more difficult for
buyers and sellers to define. Therefore, anything less than Triple Excellent lends itself to value interpretation. Triple Excellent
diamonds are more beautiful, desirable, definable and have superior resale value. Triple Excellent is critical as it defines the
quality of cut, precision, light refraction, and variances considered in valuation.
Resale has always been a challenge for diamond purchasers. Not anymore with Defined Value Diamonds. Every
DVD diamond is Triple Excellent cut. And each DVD diamond comes with a GIA certificate, which documents all of its
characteristics. Therefore, DVD diamonds are not subject to interpretation or description variables. These certificates
enable precise definition of its value anywhere in the world. If, and when, you want to sell your DVD diamonds, the price we
offer will be the then-current PTP. DVD diamonds value are so definable, we can quote your price over the phone.
Our core business is supplying Triple Excellent diamonds to high-end retailers. Selling DVD discs as a secure,
portable store of wealth diversification directly to you fis a new channel for the same diamonds at the same price while not
in being conflict with our jewelry retailers.
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INTRODUCING DEFINED VALUE DIAMONDS

THE ULTIMATE STORE OF WEALTH &
SECURITY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
What are Defined Value Diamonds (DVDs)? Just as the name says, Defined Value Diamonds (DVDs) are hand selected
diamonds polished to strict specifications and very definable standards, which translates to easily determined prices.
All Defined Value Diamonds (DVDs) are of the type that have shown to be in constant global demand. All DVDs are backed
by full Gemological Institute of America (GIA) certification and our 70 years of experience. All are rated Triple Excellent cut
grade and are also subject to our own investment standard vetting process. We take the guesswork out of the selection and
valuation process for wealth preservation and growth.
The value and benefits of all Defined Value Diamonds (DVDs) are unassailable. For the first time ever, Rand makes
it possible for you to purchase globally in-demand diamonds safely and accurately at the Polished Trade Price (PTP) (see
page ten) — the price that retailers pay us — both for current purchase and future resale.
Each DVD diamond is carefully selected for consistency, quality, and value. And, each comes with its own GIA certificate,
plus an additional series of inspections by a Rand DVD gemologist, whose standards are even higher than the GIA’s, and
who ensures that the diamond comfortably meets its defined characteristics.
Our 70 years of expertise providing the highest levels of diamonds to the world’s finest jewelers guarantees the quality and
value of your DVD purchase.
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WHY DIAMONDS NOW?

The world is an uncertain place. If you’ve lived through tough economic times, you know. Fortunes are made and
lost. Today we see the über wealthy diversifying their portfolios into tangible assets. Some to generate wealth, others to
preserve it. The best investments achieve both. Investors who have included diamonds in a long-term safety strategy have
seen great financial results. DVDs are your opportunity to buy hand-selected, in-demand diamonds at the same price
retailers pay.
Better than bonds and T-bills. While these are considered the default safety investment, they offer low returns, are
dependent on governmental financial solvency, and come with regulation and paperwork. At the end of the day, you still
hold paper rather than physically possess of a hard asset.
Better than stocks. Stocks may offer a great return. Indexes go up and down, yet even when returns are great, you
possess only paper. A DVD diamond is something you physically possess.
Beyond real estate fluctuations. As evidenced by the recent bubble, homes are not immune. Real estate can provide a
yearly income, but you need to manage it, and it is highly regulated with taxes, permits and fees. If anything goes wrong,
how long can you keep it, and how quickly can you access its value? Defined Value Diamonds can easily be sold through
Rand, or other reputable firms all over the world. They also make excellent gifts or can be set into jewelry.
More accessible and salable than art. Investing in art is hot, but unless you have hundreds of thousands of dollars and
in-depth knowledge, art is not an investment. Art is subject to whims and fashion of the times. Art is fragile, not portable,
highly visible, and requires expert care. According to the Financial Times, diamonds have performed second only to fine art.
Even better than gold. Gold has been a historic store of wealth and security with value easily defined and easy to trade.
However, these same characteristics make gold a difficult long-term proposition, because gold is highly speculated. In
January 2010 an ounce of gold was $1,100. August 2011, $1,900. November 2015, $1,060, since settling back to around
$1,350. If you bought gold in 2010 you’re about back where you started. If any time later, you lost. Gold has been on a
rollercoaster ride for some time. Gold is heavy, bulky, and indiscreet. You can’t walk around with any amount of coins or
bullion in your pocket. Diamonds have shown a steady, even price rise, while Defined Value Diamonds take the hard work
out of investing in diamonds.
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A GLOBAL STORE OF WEALTH IN THE PALM
OF YOUR HAND — IN GOOD TIMES & BAD
Diamonds are the most concentrated form of wealth known to mankind with thousands of years of history, offering
unparalleled safety and security, yet uniquely portable. Because of their value per size, diamonds are the most discreet form
of wealth, enabling you to maintain physical possession of any value you desire. Diamonds are the best tangible asset with
excellent liquidity. The past few decades prices have shown a lack of volatility, while you can expect long-term growth.
Secure, portability in the palm of your hands. Diamonds are a stable, long-term store of wealth you can take wherever
you go. Whether $1,500 or $1,500,000 in DVDs, you can now participate in informed wealth management and preservation
adding portable security to your portfolio.

1 OZ OF DIAMONDS
= 45 LBS OF GOLD
= 3,394 LBS OF SILVER
Diamonds are unique. There is no comparable asset. Each diamond comes from the earth, Rand unlocks its inner beauty
by polishing to the Defined Value Diamond standard which enables the value of the finished diamond to be accurately
defined.
In global demand. A strategy that minimizes risk and preserves wealth. Kings, queens, and princes of Europe, the
Maharajas of India, and the Sheikhs of Arabia have all collected diamonds for their long-term value and portability. Whether
kings or merchants, when financial security was at risk, they could transport this compact, indestructible wealth quickly
and safely.
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FROM THE DAWN OF TIME COMES

THE MOST INDESTRUCTIBLE, COMPACT FORM
OF WEALTH EVER KNOWN
Recently, the very wealthy have been buying diamonds valued at $500K or more. This is a strategy to diversify and preserve
wealth that can have a serious financial upside when you buy the right diamonds.
Today, with the advent of Defined Value Diamonds — the ability to define each diamond’s characteristics and
value — it is possible for diamonds to become a part of your portfolio. In fact, the more affordable DVD diamonds are
a better store of wealth than ultra-expensive diamonds. DVD quality and size have growing global demand, are more liquid
and easier to resell than large diamonds, and have performed with greater consistency.
Diamonds provide a 21st Century Safety Net for anyone concerned with financial security and wealth preservation in
today’s uncertain global economic and political climate. In the past ten years, DVD quality diamond value has
grown on average 5% per year. With growing global demand and declining mine output, the future looks even brighter.

As the hardest substance known to man, diamonds are virtually indestructible. Their ability to preserve wealth is
unparalleled.
Perhaps the last remaining form of wealth you can physically possess. In this digital age, where just about everything
exists in electronic media and privacy has become rare, imagine a tangible asset so concentrated, you can hold as much
value as you want in the palm of your hand. An asset that comes without fees or management costs. Wealth so discreet
and off the grid, only you know that you possess it. Diamonds do not rely on governments, banks, or any institution. Freely
tradable globally, you can keep them as a financial safety net, sell them, or hand them off to your next generation easily and
with confidence because of their timeless value.
There is nothing virtual about a Defined Value Diamond (DVD). It’s as real as real can get. Unlike most investments
that are primarily paper or electronic data entries, a DVD is real. You hold it in your hand, admire its fire, and appreciate its
indestructible quality and value. Best of all, you physically possess a Defined Value Diamond and take it with you wherever
you go. Gift it to whomever you choose. Set it into jewelry. Or keep it and let it appreciate until you wish to sell it.
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DIAMOND PRICE ECONOMICS

For the past two decades diamond values have been the result of supply and demand. Today, the two largest diamond
producers, Russia and Botswana, account for 60% of rough diamond supply.
Most diamonds come from large mines that require intensive capital outlay. They operate at efficient output and
tight budgets. Additionally, diamond mining countries draw significant partnership profits, royalties, and tax revenue. With
tight margins, diamond exploration budgets have dropped. Known mine output is set to decrease. On average, new mines
take 10 years to develop. As a result, for the next decade, or more, diamond supply is expected to slowly decrease. With
no production increase, escalating mining costs, and growing global wealth, there should be higher demand for a more
limited supply.
Mines are extremely expensive to operate. Below a rough diamond price threshold, mines must severely limit output or
close. The reality of diamond mining in the 21st century requires a mine’s entire monthly output be sold at full price to remain
viable. Either current pricing justifies full output, or in slow periods output must be reduced quickly to maintain prices and
mine viability. As output can’t be increased beyond normal levels, in stronger demand periods, prices rise.
Diamond prices remain stable even in slow economic times. With the global economic collapse of 2008 there was
a natural drop in demand. For a short time in early 2009 there was an oversupply. Prices of polished diamonds dropped
20% — far less than stocks. However, within six months, mine output shrank and prices recovered. By early 2010 polished
diamond prices returned to their prior peak.

With growing demand in China and the US economic recovery, prices of polished diamonds have risen 50% above
their prior peak, a function of maximum supply and demand. More recently after an economic slowdown in China
slowing demand, caused short-term polished diamond prices to fall 5%. This drove in a 40% drop in rough diamond output.
Accordingly, polished diamond prices recovered and DVD quality diamonds increased 7% in the first few months of 2016.
This dynamic never changes. There are no significance new mines on the horizon. As a result, maximum diamond
production has remained flat for a number of years. Given the nature of diamond mining, it isn’t possible to significantly
increase the output of a major mine. Given diamonds sold vs. production costs, many mines are marginal. As mines get
older they require deeper digging, production costs escalate, ore grades drop, and prices rise.
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WHAT MAKES DEFINED VALUE DIAMONDS
(DVDs) SO SPECIAL?
Hand-selected for global demand, stability, quality, and value. Defined Value Diamonds (DVDs) are specifically selected
to be the types and sizes used in engagement rings around the world, representing over 50% of all global diamond sales.
This type of diamond is always in demand, unlike ultra large diamonds, or those used in fashion jewelry. Therefore, DVDs
are likely to show consistent stable growth and be easily salable and liquid globally.
All DVDs start with GIA certification, the leading source of knowledge and the global standard for diamond
grading. In the 1950’s GIA established the standards and definitions used around the world to grade diamonds. While other
laboratories use GIA terminology, they are not the GIA, and they do not necessarily meet GIA standards. That’s why a multimillion-dollar diamond, is always accompanied by a GIA grading certificate. At Rand, we ensure that each Defined Value
Diamond is of quality standards for accurate value determination.
Rand goes even further. Before any diamond can become a DVD we inspect it to our higher than GIAs standard of quality.
We check for features and attributes that GIA may not note, but that we find relevant such as the nature of imperfections,
color tone, and overall impression. Our standards for cut, clarity, and color are always on the upper end of the GIA tolerance
spectrum. We eliminate diamonds that do not meet our standard. We say unassailable, because these DVD features that
allow us to offer you our exclusive Resale Promise.
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HOW TO PURCHASE
& SELL DVD DISCS
DVD Discs are available from $1,000 to $500,000. and up DVD Discs may be purchased with a single
diamond — or a set of three. You can start your collection with a single DVD, or multiple DVD Discs of your chosen value.
You can purchase DVD Discs by calling 1 (888) 818-7552 or emailing us at admin@randdvd.com

THE DVD RETURN GUARANTEE
We make it simple. For ten (10) days after you receive your DVD Disc(s), you, the original owner/ purchaser named on the
DVD Certificate(s), may return the unopened, un-tampered DVD Disc(s) with all the supplied Certificate(s) to Rand Defined
Value Diamonds, Inc. for a full refund.*

THE DVD RESALE PROMISE
Any time you wish to monetize/sell your DVD disc(s), simply contact us and we will issue you a resale confirmation number.
Once you have received your resale confirmation number, simply return your DVD disc(s) to us via insured FedEx, and we
will sell them for you at the then current Polished Trade Price (PTP) on the global market.

Our resale fees are simple:
For profit up to 5% we charge no fees.
For each percent profit above 5% we charge a ¼% fee which is capped (see below). For example, if your
DVD diamonds sell for a 10% profit, Rand will earn a 1.25% fee, and your return on your investment will be 8.75%.
Diamonds are a long-term investment. For short term owners of less than one year who wish to sell,
we charge a 5% fee, or ¼% of profit whichever is greater.
Our total possible fee is capped at a maximum of 10%, so we do not earn beyond our cap on large gains to you.**

*If we determine that the DVD Disc has been opened or tampered with, any refund will be subject to verification that these are the same exact diamonds we originally supplied. Diamond
verification is determined by our gemologist examining the returned diamonds and matching them to the GIA Certificate(s). You must return all of the original Certificate(s) for any refund to be
valid. We also check the individual laser identification number that is etched into the girdle of each diamond under one carat by GIA. In addition, we match every diamond to its Gemprint. We
charge a 5% verification and handling fee based on the purchase price.
**For any resale to take pace you must return the original diamonds and Certificate(s) supplied by us. GIA does not reissue lost Certificates. Rand Defined Value Diaomonds Inc. inspects all
resale diamonds for verification. If the DVDs you ship to us for resale do not match the DVD purchase document(s) or the diamonds therein have been altered or switched, Rand reserves the
right to deny any re-sales. Diamond verification is determined by our gemologist examining the returned diamonds and matching them to the GIA Certificate(s). In addition, we check the
individual laser identification number when it is etched into the girdle of a diamond and we match every diamond to its Gemprint.
Rand Defined Vlaue Diamonds Inc. respects its clients’ privacy. Additionally, we keep only copies of DVD Certificate information by Serial Number. GIA does not reissue lost certificates.
For this reason, we strongly advise you to keep your DVD Certificate(s). Lost Certificates require a diamond to be resubmitted to the GIA for grading, whereupon a new Certificate will be issued.
GIA processing time and fees are the responsibility of the owner. Gemprint information is also stored by Serial Number. You can contact Gemprint to add your information to your DVD’s
Serial Number.
If you do not wish to resell you DVDs through us, we can suggest reputable associated companies here and abroad that may offer you PTP pricing. You can take your DVD diamonds to any
reputable retailer or jeweler worldwide to sell. However, there is no guarantee that every jeweler will offer you the current PTP global market price, which is something we will do.
Please Note: All Defined Value Diamonds (DVDs) are round. Globally, diamonds are a U.S. dollar denominated asset.
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WHO WE ARE

Founded on the diamond fields of South Africa in 1947 by patriarch Barney Laub — Rand Diamonds established a
reputation for impeccable quality, integrity, and business ethics. Over sixty years ago Laub’s high standard of excellence
made Rand Diamonds one of the select companies chosen to acquire rough diamonds for cutting and polishing directly
from the source. Today we continue as the source of polished diamonds for some of the most recognizable, finest retail
stores in the world, discreetly supplying them with diamonds to their exacting standards and specification from our US
corporation, Rand Diamonds Inc.
It is this heritage and market position that is the foundation of Defined Value Diamonds (DVDs) —
our newest innovation.
Innovation born from a wealth of experience. The result of our seven decades of operating diamond-works in
Johannesburg, South Africa, and Gaborone, Botswana, and of buying, cutting, polishing, and selling the highest quality
diamonds, has put us in the unique position to be at the forefront of diamond innovation today.
Today, our position at the wellhead of the diamond market makes it possible for us to now offer Defined Value
Diamonds (DVDs) to private individuals at the same market price that high-end retailers purchase their fine
diamonds from us. Rand established a wholly-owned subsidiary, Rand Defined Value Diamonds Inc., specifically for the
purpose of selling Defined Value Diamonds (DVDs) to private individuals at the Polished Trade Price. Globally, each diamond
of the quality and type used for a DVD is the same. That’s because DVD diamonds are defined and polished to a standard
that not only removes variables for interpretation such as color and purity — but most importantly cut.
This tradition of excellence continues in the third generation of our family keeping Barney Laub’s vision
alive and growing.
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For further information on Defined Value Diamonds call 1 (888) 818-7552 or visit randdvd.com
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